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Abstract
Built-in asynchronies between political process and regulated sectors or activities
can produce unintended disruptions in rates of economic change and development
undermining the original intent of the policy or regulatory action. Such events sometimes
lead to unexpected future disruptions as well. A policy approach is needed that adaptively
ties the right mix of resources and regulatory activity to the timing of particular stages of
economic development or growth associated with a particular industry.
These public policy timing problems are explored using the concepts of “timeecology”, “heterocrony”, and “temporal signature. The full range of linear and nonlinear
time/space web linkages (electronic, selling and buy, technology transfer are examples) in
an government/industry cluster between political, economic, and other elements creates an
interconnected ecology—a time-ecology—of unique, more or less intense, and often
complex rhythmic pulses that occur in parallel with each other and connected with each
other across multiple time scales flowing into the future. Each organizational structure is
situated in the past, present, and future in a unique way (time signature). Linkages
mutually influence structuration by varying their rate of development and growth
(heterochrony). Nonlinear dynamics may be involved in these interactions. This whole
process occurs on linked government/industry adaptive landscapes. The paper ends with
suggestions for testing the theory.
Key words: Industry clusters, public policy, time-ecology, heterochrony,
temporal signature.
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Understanding the Complex Timing Effects
of Public Policy Interventions in Industry Clusters1

Governance And Industry Clusters
Historically, mixed state economic development policy results have led analysts to
call for a whole new approach to economic development, emphasizing regional economies
and industry clusters (see for example: Buss, 1999; DRI/Mcgraw-Hill, 1996; Eisinger,
1995; Fosler, 1990; Koehler, 1994; Meyer and Hassig, 1993; Murray, 1999; Rey and
Matheis, 1999; Ross and Friedman, 1990; and Waits, Kaballey, and Hefferson, 1992).
But, there is only modest agreement on how state government public policy and
regulatory activity should be structured (see for example: Agranoff and McGuire, 1998;
Anderson 1994; Cogley and Schaan, 1994; Doeringa, Terklas, Topakakian, 1987;
Humphrey, Ericson, and McCloskey, 1989; Ledebur and Barnes, 1993; Malecki, 1990;
Pilcher, 1991; Rondinelli and Vastag, 1997; Porter, 1998; Tabb, 1984; and Waits, 1996).
Research reports mixed results on whether public policy and regulatory activities have an
impact on economic development either directly through regulations, taxes, subsidies, and
public infrastructure, or indirectly through environmental and other quality of life activities
(Ambrosius, 1988; Brace, 1991; Grant and Wallace, 1994; Immergluck, 1993; Kresl,
1994; Lowery and Gray, 1992 and 1995; and Rosentraub and Przybylski, 1996). Even
when such state policy innovations are made in response to economic crises, the
controversy continues on how much they contribute to economic development in the
absence of such economic crises (Bartik, 1996; Bingham and Bowen, 1994; Coughlin and
Cartwright, 1987; Gold, 1995; Goss and Phillips, 1999; Hays, 1996; Leicht and Jenkins,
1994; Nice, 1994; Webster, Mathis, and Zech, 1990; and Wetstein, 1996). These varying
results emphasize the point that what the timing, type, parallel implementation
requirements across a region or cluster, and flow of state and regional public resources
and regulatory activity should be over some future period to support or hinder a business
cluster’s ability to achieve competitive advantage, is not well understood even though the
literature reviewed above and other research suggests that varying and integrated
combinations of such resources are important at different developmental stages (Elkins,
Bingham, and Bowen, 1996; and Kaufman, et. al., 1994).
The catch is that the nonlinear nature of economics and politics during development
transitions, such as those associated with California' s emerging new information economy,
are complex, sensitive to initial conditions, with both elements interacting across time in
unknown ways (Rosser, 1999).
Government/Industry Clusters As Time-Ecologies
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The complex parallel activities and feed back relationships of business and services
components, government and competitive market variations produce and continuously
organize the evolution of an industry cluster. The organization of these processes go
through varying stages, have varying permutations of new or old institutional
relationships, and are strikingly different depending on industry, culture, history, and
political system (McIntyre, 1996). The full range of linear and nonlinear time/space web
linkages (electronic, selling and buy, technology transfer are examples) in an
government/industry cluster between political, economic, and other elements creates an
interconnected ecology—a time-ecology—of unique, more or less intense, and often
complex rhythmic pulses that occur in parallel with each other and connected with each
other across multiple time scales flowing into the future (Adam, 1990, 1994; Bateson,
1980; Koehler, 2000; Koehler-Jones, 1996; Kummerer, 1998; and Young, 1988).
A time-ecology incorporates the specific spatial and temporal dimensions that a
government/industry cluster is embed in (Kummerer, 1998). The spatial dimension
includes both geographic extensions and sequential morphogenic-like, rule driven parallel
timed processes for each of these elements producing hierarchies of evolving
developmental and growing forms that "flow" into each other in certain ways (for varying
approaches to morphogenic processes, including economic ones, see for example: Thom,
1972; Abraham, 1985; Kaufman, 1993; Goodwin, 1994; Holland, 1995; and De Landa,
1997). Flows reveal themselves, in a metaphorical sense, as a multitude of continuously
emerging structures such as spheres (firms and agencies), sheets (regulatory authority) and
tubes (network connections) that interrelated in various ways such as binaries (firm to
government program), radiant centers (small firm to prime contractor), and layers
(regional economic supports to firm) for example (Volk, 1995). The temporal dimension
times all of this out.

Time-Ecology and Heterochrony
The concept of “heterochrony” can be effectively used to describe the overall
ordering and regulation of a time-ecology’s developmental and growth process producing
varying flow structures. Heterochrony, as applied in biology, involves decoupling of the
three fundamental elements of growth—size, development, and time—leading to variation
in a descendant’s ontogeny compared to its ancestor’s as each factor varies relative to the
other. The "normal" pattern of development for an organism is an elaborate and complex,
multifaceted but ordered cascade of events where different body parts assume different
shapes and grow at different rates over the course of development. Equally important, the
timing of reproduction, fecundity, and longevity are all adaptations in same that
morphological changes are (Gould, 1977, and McKinney and McNamara, 1990). For the
most part, biological heterochronic changes do not affect the entire organism but only an
aspect of an organ system or body part. Edeleman, an embryologist, defines heterochrony
as “alterations of tissues and form by mutations leading to changes in the relative rates of
development of different body parts…which…explains the emergence of different body
plans” (Edeleman, 1988). These factors suggest that morphological advantage alone is
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not enough; the timing of reproduction, the size and number of individuals, and other
adaptive shifts in the timing of growth and development must also be considered.
These concepts are important for understanding a government/industry cluster time
ecology because it could be that the interpenetration of flows, acting as a heterocrony, can
coevolve and influence the rate of growth and developmental stage of its various
structures. (For an interesting biological experimental demonstration of this process, see
Blackstone, 1997). Government interventions may be quite selective as to which portion
of the firm they influence tending to create different rates of growth, and/or development
resulting in different observed firm shapes and feeding back, different government policy
and governmental organizational shapes. Such interventions can geographically extended
like a plane, corresponding to a jurisdiction.
For biological systems, changes in the timing of development or growth may be
environmentally induced and constitute a significant adaptive mechanism. This later point
suggests that there may be a spectrum of organic form variations, a “morphospace,” that
forms an adaptive landscape (McGhee, 1999). This in turn suggests that heterochronic
effects can be mapped onto an adaptive landscape, creating a useful way to view and
perhaps assess the interactive result of various political interventions on an industry
cluster.
Gould’s “r and K” theory provides a way to map both government and an industry
cluster adaptive landscapes. “In brief, r and K theory tries to establish which
environmental conditions would favor maximization of r (the intrinsic rate of natural
increase [of an organization in our case] and which would lead to the maximization of K
(the carrying capacity of the environment [and market]; both parameters can not be
maximized at the same time.” (Gould, 1977, 291). Those conditions that favor r selection
include large, frequent, and unpredictable environmental fluctuations, frequent
catastrophic mortality, superabundant resources and lack of crowding relative to resource
availability. Biologically speaking, early reproduction and an abundance of offspring by
relatively small parents would be adaptive. With respect to industry, this suggests the
proposition that new and emerging markets, or technologies, that are not well defined
such as the Internet, multi-media, and biotechnology might be populated by a large
number of small start-up firms maximizing r (Figure 1). For example, small firms are more
likely to explore technologically diverse and uncrowded territories (position A on the
landscape in Figure 1), leaving the domination of more mature technologies to larger firms
(Almeida and Kogut, 1997).
(Figure 1 about here)
Situations favoring K selection included crowded, stable and benign environments. This
suggests a mature, well-established market dominated by a few large firms (B in Figure 1).
In both r and K selection, we can see that the processes of heterocrony involving
maturation and growth of firm size are more fundamental than their results. This could be
an important clarification of Kauffman’s work on adaptive landscapes (Kauffman, 1995).
He tends to focus almost exclusively on morphology, mutating random alleles associated
with an entire genome to arrive at a fitter organism that is able to climb higher on a fitness
peak. Kauffman has critized heterocrony in past as being useful for comparing patterns
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but not for explaining change (Kaufman, 1983). More recent research shows that both
heterocrony and morphology are required for an adequate understanding of
morphogenesis and ontongeny (McKinney and McNamara, 1990).
It would appear that heterochrony describes the variety of rates of development and
growth rates which determine how various information, material, interpretative and other
elements create a firm or government structure. A more generalized application suggests
that changing the heterochronic causal relationships among an aggregate’s parts as they
emerge changes the time pattern of the flows of energy, information or resources within or
between parts of the associated government/industry cluster time-ecology. This also
suggests that changing the rhythm, pace and connectivity of flows can modify this
aggregate as well. Practically, this might mean that a firm must consider the number of
competitive configurations that its flow permits contextually within the heterochronic
demands of its environment. It also suggests such a selection may be directly or
inadvertently influenced by government regulatory or programmatic decisions. Both
activities may feed back and forth to each other, varying each’s fitness relative to their
adaptive landscapes.
A time-ecology of networked flows could continuously give rise, through
appropriately or inappropriately timed interactions and multiplier and recycling effects
between flows, to a complex and often emergent aggregate structure that could not be
predicted from its parts. Small changes to a component in this larger aggregate structure
could affect rates of flow, feeding forward or back, varying the entire time-ecology' s
heterochronistic pattern and the resulting overall form (that of the industry cluster for
example). Turbulence across the cluster or in various layers (that of networked firms for
example) might even result in the inefficient use of energy, resources or information, a
major problem for hyper-competitive emerging industry clusters (Organization Science,
1996).
Recycling and Multiplier effects suggest that, depending on the timing of particular
actions as noted above, the parallel interaction between industry clusters elements or with
government in the space/time of a time-ecology could be quite complex exhibiting a
number of linear and nonlinear characteristics as they evolve (Rosser, 1999). Interactions
within and between individual organizations hint at the possibilities (for an excellent
overview see: Anderson, Meyer, Eisenhardt, Carley, and Pettigrew, 1999.) This suggests
that political and legal interventions are likely to change heterochronically linked causal
relationships, affecting not only a part of the time ecology and its Eigenzeiten but also the
kairos and chronos of the entire time-ecology (Adam, 1993; Brown, 1994; Kaufman,
1993, 1995; Koehler, 1999; Kummerer, 1996; Rummel, 1972; and Rutz, 1993). Chaotic
and complex behaviors resulting from public policy decisions have already been suggested
and their potential influence on government or industry identified (Kiel, 1994, and Elliot
and Kiel, 1999).
Heterocrony and the Temporal Signature
Up to this point there has been little to distinguish our borrowed physical or
biological processes from the public policy time-ecology we are interested in. The
concept of “temporal signature” helps bridge this gap. The temporal signature is a
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theoretical construct that describes the organizing structure of the complex timings born
of individual internal experience and expectation (Koehler-Jones, 1996). Groups can
construct a new temporal signature as they interact with one another, producing and
structuring a common flow. The temporal signature is not taxonomy of time but an
emergent pattern of time-related components characterizing the flow of an individual’s or
organization’s time identity or time personality. Each element of a time-ecology has a
characteristic temporal signature. A temporal-signature influences functioning by creating
a posture and a disposition toward action that combines past orientation with future
expectations. It can be used to explain behaviors by describing characteristic ways of
thinking about and feeling about, and acting and reacting to time.
The components of the temporal signature are: depth, density, reality, focus,
tempo, duration, rhythm, and awareness (Koehler-Jones, 1996). These components are
organized into two interacting sets: the temporal perspective and the temporal
progression. Each component of the two sets has both objective and subjective aspects,
the values of which can be highly variable even within specific contexts. None are more
fundamental than another, with each partially taking their value from interacting with the
others. These values may be volatile, changing rapidly with respect to another
component’s value. Collectively, they determine the temporal signature’s continuously
emergent structure. The temporal signature is the unique organizing principle behind an
entity' s temporal posture as it flows into the future.
As noted, a temporal signature is a set of emergent patterned relations among the
components of temporal perspective and temporal progression. The components of
temporal perspective are: depth, density, reality, and focus. "Depth" characterizes
meaningful past or future horizons. Historic and future horizons may be located anywhere
along a continuum stretching from very close to the present to distances beyond the
lifetime of the entity. Part of the investigation of depth concerns future horizon
predictability (clear, complicated, or complex) and memory of the past. "Density" is a
measure of the number of events planned, currently experienced or remembered. It can
refer to the happening or occurrence of an emotional, cognitive, or behavioral event.
"Reality" represents an assessment of likelihood of outcome and fidelity of memory. In
addition to objective measures, elements underlying “reality” include attitudes toward
control, risk, fatalism and self-determination. Deeper variables can include intuition,
imagination, magical thinking and nostalgia. "Focus" is a measure of the relative
importance of the past, present and future. It asks which of these modalities is most
salient or where awareness is concentrated.
Temporal progression is composed of tempo, duration, rhythm and awareness.
"Tempo" refers to the continuum of speeds running from fast including slow to being
stopped. "Duration" is continuance in time. It' s the length of time that a state or event
continues or lasts. "Rhythm" is the pattern made when tempo changes after some
duration. It describes accelerations and decelerations. Rhythm involves clear
demarcations created by social events and time-keeping techniques. Richer information
about rhythms comes from studying the subtle shifts within and between activities. For
example, polychronic activity (synchronic loading) produces a kind of rhythm caused by
doing multiple things "at once" or by moving quickly between various activities.
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"Awareness" refers to consciousness of tempo and duration, usually with respect to
accomplishing a task or living through a process or event.
Time-Ecology Dynamics
Fluid dynamics may provide helpful hints for understanding how flows, with thier
characteristic temporal signatures, are interpenetrated by complex heterochronic
extensions from other flows. (For a discussion of turbulence and economics see De
Landa, 1997; Louca, 1997; and Ruelle, 1991. For applications of chaos theory to
government activity see: Brown, 1994; Campbell and Mayer-Kress, 1997; Elliott and Kiel,
1999; and Rubin and Hilton, 1996). First, we learn from physics that mixing is not
stirring. Stirring combines flows but produces no fundamental change in either. In
contrast, mixing of two or more initially segmented flows results in a reaction, release of
energy, or some other change that produces a new flow or state where the identities of the
combining flows are changed or even lost. Our analysis of heterochronically driven
interactions in a time ecology would seem to be a form of mixing in that particular
elements are influenced by their environment to develop or grow at a different rate. A
more formal definition of mixing with hints about how it might apply here is: “…The
operation by which a system evolves from one state of simplicity (the initial segregation
([of flows]) to another state of simplicity (the complete uniformity [of the new flow]).
Between these two extremes, complex [temporal signature and heterochronic] patterns
emerge and die. Questions then naturally arise: how can the geometry of complex
patterns be characterized, what is the clock, the time-scale of the process, and what are
the structures involved in the flow?” (Villermaux, Chate, and Chomaz, 1999, p.2). We
have theorized on how a time-ecology’s varying time-scales and temporal signatures may
change developmental or growth processes producing differing structures.
Many scales might be involved in a particular interaction, much like the way certain
diseases develop and spread (Philippe, 2000), or only a few.
In the physical and biological sciences the rate and form of interaction between
two flows varies, displaying many geometries (Villermaux, Chate, and Chomaz, 1999, and
Farge and Guyon, 1999). These patterns may point to useful ways of conceptualizing and
visualizing mixing and stirring of flows in a time-ecology. For example, the interaction
might be very rapid, occurring in a thin layer at a small scale close to the interface
(interpersonal or machine) or the interaction may occur more slowly between detached
blobs (work groups) and the flow they are emersed in (industry cluster/government).
Defussion may also occur where components of one flow are dispersed in another but
little change occurs across scales. For example, the interactions in plasmas, gases, liquids,
between particles or rocks, or among cultural artifacts, ideas or information (memes), etc.
could produce varying emergent geometries. Interactions at or between various scales
may be fractal, a folding, perhaps stirring, cutting across multiple organizational scales
such as the way leukemia may cluster in cities (Phillippe, 1999) or the fractal structure of
cities (Makse, Havlin, and Stanley, 1995).
Folding, unlike mixing, does not lead to homogeneity. But it is one way to
produce fractals that extend across scales. Slow mixing might involve pinching off blobs
of ideas, artifacts, resources, information, and body language, such as the activities of a
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work group in a larger organization, that only later defuse via mixing into the entire
organization. The physics of flows suggests that knowing how flow interfaces are
distorted, flow wall stresses, and how rapidly an event occurs can provide interesting
information about how quickly such interactions could give rise through heterocliny to
new developmental and growth processes producing new structures.
In the end, what we are looking for is a satisfactory way to describe and account
for the parallel, distributed histories and the possible futures of the cumulated stretchings,
vortexes, cascades, sedimentation, stirrings, and other processes that we suspect are
characteristic of the heterochronic interactions between various flows, at different scales in
a time-ecology as they move through different regimes including turbulence (for
descriptions of the possibilities see: Abraham, Gardini and Mira, 1997; Abraham and
Shaw, 1988; De Landa, 1997; and Favre, Guitton, Guitton, Lichnerowicz, and Wolff,
1988). Dynamical systems theory distinguishes between five main types of temporal
patterns that, if found, may help to describe the various temporal signatures, time-ecology
heterochronies, flow timings, interpenetration, and intensity at and across various scales.
For organizations, these are fixed (static), periodic (cyclical), chaotic (strange), colored
noise (pink, brown, or black), or random chance (Dooley and Van de Ven, 1999).
Time-Ecology Simulation
An adequate simulation (adaptive agent, dynamic, or some combination) of a
government/industry time ecology might include a geographical time and space
distribution of firm types, say a prime contractor, small manufacturers, and their suppliers.
Each is defined by their stage of development, temporal-signature, resource and
technology requirements, age and size, geographic location relative to other firms, their
present internal past-future temporal perception, their foresight horizon, variations in
connectivity (Internet or not), and adaptive strategy. They are embedded in an industry
cluster that itself reflects a certain stage of development, may be globally extended, and
has a particular foresight horizon. Both are supported by regional economic resources
that are also changing. This complex structure interfaces with government. Government
regulatory structures and programs are differentiated by their unique temporal signatures,
and by geographic jurisdiction and resource allocation. Government is structured in a
different way than an industry cluster, being hierarchical, relatively predictable, linear in its
clock-time, and bounded by constitutional, statutory, political and ideological constraints.
Linkages between levels of government—such as the Governor’s policy, funding streams
and the provision of direct services—are complex involving multiple timings, lags, etc.
Government regulations, program inputs and expenditures are induced using
heterochronically to selected firms or geographic areas, either speeding up or slowing
down their temporal signatures, and their stages of development or growth. This in turn
feeds back to government agencies via political processes associated with the agency, the
Legislature and Governor. The whole public policy time-ecology is located on coevolving adaptive landscapes; one for government and one for the cluster.
Ideally a time-ecology simulation reveals the multiple forms of time associated
with each flow extended across a geographic space collectively organized by the ecology' s
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heterochronic developmental and growth processes. Examples of varying individual
timings that influence political action are: (1) Eigenzeiten or the embedded times specific
to an organism or system that must be considered to influence that flow’s development;
(2) kairos, being the right time for action to cause a desired effect, and (3) chronos which
refers to the timing of events and their duration, and sequence, as well as the intensity that
(trans)actions are conducted at. Government policy relevant questions might include:
What is the effect on the patterned relationships among the elements of the time ecology?
Does it produce multiplier, recycling, or other effects as it propagates across government,
across industry or across both? Over what time period does it increase competitive
advantage, if at all? Is one combination of interventions better than another relative to
firm age, size, developmental stage, rate of growth, etc.? How about in terms of timing
and delays? Are there better structural ways of tying the two pieces together that would
smooth unwanted velocity problems? In terms of the cluster’s evolution, can we
qualitatively and quantitatively describe how the continuous interactive structuring of time
by government interventions at various scales produces bifurcations or emergence at the
edge of chaos? What is needed to produce adaptive policies that evolve to address
changing conditions, yet serve their original purpose?
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Figure 1: Theoretical Heterochrony Firm Fitness Rule (1), Applied to a
Technology Innovation Landscape (2).
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